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About the Class

 This Manipulating Text like a Pro class contains simple step by step 

information and demonstration about the many ways to use and adjust text to 

incorporate it into digital designs. We walk through how to get started, 

prepare, and edit text using multiple methods and techniques giving you the 

freedom to design. Following along with a laptop allows you to better 

remember the steps and feel accomplished giving you confidence to further 

expand on your own skillsets. 



What to Bring

 Laptop if you have one to follow along

 Silhouette Studio version 3 installed preferably

 Install Fonts Harrington and Samantha Upright (not required)

 This outline

 Pen & Paper or something to take notes

 1 Studio file posted

http://www.1001freefonts.com/harrington.font
https://www.mightydeals.com/deal/samantha-script-font.html


Friendly Reminders

 Please refrain from audio and visual recording. Remember this is our business 

and we are bringing it to you.

 Recording is prohibited in all classes.

 Please set phones to silent.

 Please keep all class materials private as they have been created for you 

conference goers only.



About the Trainer

 Who, What, When, Where, and Why

 Current Giveaway going on this summer

 VIP Club

 Get the App

 CutFiles4U App

 Available in app stores

 ATSC Goers Discount

 In-App Discount

https://www.facebook.com/groups/CutFiles4U/
https://cutfiles4u.appsme.com/


Getting Started

 Overview of workspace

 Remember, there are multiple ways to access most things in Studio from buttons to 

menu bars to right-click menus. The upper right bar and Object menu in version 3 

are commonly used for text.



Download and Install Fonts

 Dafont.com, 1001freefonts.com, thehungryjpeg.com, fontsquirrel.com, fontspace.com

 For commercial use (meaning you sell something using the font), they must be Public 
Domain or a commercial license must be obtained.

 Group them into folders for different licenses, etc. or you’ll never keep it straight.

 TTF is True Type Font and that’s the file you need to install the font.

 Install process (Search for folders on hard drive if you don’t know where they are.)

 Downloads by default go to Downloads folder when you click to download something.

 Move fonts from the Downloads folder to the Fonts folder.

 Unzip file(s) if needed (right-click, Extract All).

 Open TTF file.

 Click Install.

 Reopen Studio for newly installed fonts to appear.

http://www.dafont.com/
http://www.1001freefonts.com/harrington.font
https://thehungryjpeg.com/cut-files-4u/
https://www.fontsquirrel.com/
http://www.fontspace.com/


Creating Text and Changing Fonts

 Text Style options

 Alignment

 You can right, left, center, and full align your text. If you group, weld, offset, or similar, you 

must use Align from the Object menu because it’s no longer editable text.

 Some fonts allow you to add bold, italic, or underline, but that varies from one font to the next.

 Sizing

 You can change the direction of your text from horizontal to vertical and change the size of the 

text (text size measured in point). You can enter a variety of point sizes by typing in the Text Size 

box or selecting a predefined size in the drop-down menu (click on down arrow).

 Type All Things Silhouette Conference in Harrington font (or one of your choosing) 64 pt.

 Spacing

 You can change the amount of space between each letter (character spacing) and you can change 

the amount of space between each line (line spacing).



Fill and Line Effects

 Everything listed here are buttons in upper right. I encourage you to play with them. Remember to 
make copies to work with so your original is still in tact.

 Fill Color and Line Color allow you to see your design more like you envisioned it and allow for 
easier cutting.

 To cut using line or fill color, in Cut Settings, click Advanced and work your way down the options.

 Select either Line or Fill Color.

 Select the colors you want to cut at one time. They appear thicker on your work space.

 Select your material and other details.

 Click Send to Silhouette.

 We did not talk about these options found in the upper right toolbar, but I encourage you to make 
some selections and play with them using a copy of your original, of course.

 Fill Gradient

 Fill Pattern

 Shadow



Enhancing Text Styles

 Text Style options

 ATSC text already typed, change spacing to 83.6.

 Type 2017 Rock Star in Harrington 68 pt.

 Using the Enter key, place Rock Star on a second line.

 Double-click 2017 Rock Star. Drag vertical turquoise bar at far right to the left closer to 
text.

 Click Center on Text Style options to right.

 Kerning involves letter spacing and is used more for italics and larger fonts. You 
typically don’t need that.

 Shear options

 Gives you the opportunity to slant your text to varying degrees. 

 Click Unshear at top to remove shear.



Text to Path

 What, Why, and How

 Text to Path allows you to manipulate text into shapes and onto lines for more eye-
catching designs.

 Draw Circle 4.65 inches (Hold down Shift while dragging your circle to keep it equal. 
Same for other shapes.)

 Align 2017 Rock Star in center of circle.

 Select text and circle. From Object menu, select Align, and then Align Center-Middle.

 Double-click ATSC text to get green box and circle at front.

 Click (on the circle at front of text) and drag to the circle.

 Slider appears at front of text to move it up or down on the circle. Click and drag slider to 
adjust. In this example, drag up so the g in Things is barely touching the circle.

 You must convert to path to keep the shape of the ATSC text, but do not do that until all edits 
have been done.

 Right-click and select Convert to Path.



Weld

 The benefits and uses

 It’s used to permanently join two or more objects or pieces of text into one.

 It prevents overlapping objects from having cut lines across the overlapping areas.

 When using script fonts where letters overlap, select the text and click Weld. Then 

immediately group.

 How to

 Using a Script font, such as Samantha, zoom in to see the overlapping lines. 

 Select the text, right-click, and select Weld. If it’s not available, you can click the 

Weld button on the upper left toolbar.

https://www.mightydeals.com/deal/samantha-script-font.html


Offset

 Purposes

 Used to thicken fonts, thicken or thin shapes

 Can give a background color or border to your design

 It’s good to help the top layer stand out on patterns or similar shade backgrounds

 The offset is an image and is not an editable font, but your original text is still editable and unchanged.

 How to

 Using the circle we already have, select it and click the Offset button.

 Click Internal offset.

 Set distance to .15 inches.

 Click Round, and then click Apply.

 Repeat above steps with new circle.

 Select both new circles (Hold down Shift and click each circle), right-click, and then select Make Compound Path.

 Fill new compound path with color.



Group/Ungroup
 Why

 Group to keep similar elements of a design together.

 If you have 3 pieces to your design and they are grouped, you can resize, move, change the line and fill colors at once and know that you are maintaining the
positioning

 Ungroup to separate those elements for editing purposes.

 You can make a letter much larger than the rest or replace it with an image resembling the letter or edit the points to change the look of a letter or replace it 
with another font of the same letter or change the color of that letter. You get the idea. 

 How

 If you’re using text, select the text, right-click, and select Group or Ungroup or use the shortcut listed below.

 Offset 2017 Rock Star .01 inches.

 Immediately group and fill with pink.

 Move the original text off to the side.

 Offset original text .08 inches.

 Group and fill with mint and then remove the lines by selecting the XXX box for line color.

 Move the mint offset fully into the circle. 

 Select the pink and mint offsets and then Align Center-Middle (from Object menu, Align). If the mint is in front, select it, right-click, and select Send to back.

 Group both together.

 Select that group and the compound path circle. Align Center-Middle.

 Select ATSC text, compound path circle, and 2017 Rock Star group and then Group for your final design.

 Shortcuts

 Group: Ctrl+G

 Ungroup: Ctrl+Shift+G



Glyphs
 What are they

 The curly q, swashes, and pretty extras some letters and fonts have attached to them or incorporated into the 
design.

 How to access

 If you have a font like Samantha, it has special codes included in the font for each glyph.

 On Mac computers, go to System Preferences.

 For Windows, I highly recommend BabelMap. It’s a free download.

 How to view

 In BabelMap, set Unicode Block to Private Use Area.

 Under Single Font, find Samantha Upright or whichever font has the glyphs.

 Right-click on character (letter or glyph) to see larger.

 Single-click a character to add it to the Buffer (bottom box).

 Then click Copy (lower right).

 In Studio, paste into Samantha text (or whichever one you’re using) you have already typed and changed to 
Samantha or you have to select the font each time you paste. If you get a box, that means your text is not set 
to the same font you are copying a glyph from.

 How to use

 Use glyphs sparingly. They are excellent accents to a beautiful font. Too many curls and swashes can be 
overwhelming, cluttered, and distracting. It takes trial and error to decide what to use where.

http://download.cnet.com/BabelMap/3000-2351_4-75795923.html


Character Text

 What is it?

 It’s when you replace a letter(s) with an image

 Why would I use it?

 It’s visually interesting and helps convey a message usually.

 How do I do it?

 Ungroup your text.

 Copy the image into your workspace.

 Resize the image to fit where the letter is.

 Delete the original letter.

 Example of Character Text

https://goo.gl/photos/7xQZp96sv7cd5h4z8


Preview Fonts

 If you want to see what certain text looks like using your fonts, here’s a quick 

and easy website to help you with that. Type your text and press Enter. Voila!

 Note: It does use Flash, so allow it to run if you are prompted.

http://new.wordmark.it/


Q&A Session and Wrapup

 Any questions?

 Thank you for attending Manipulating Text Like a Pro.

 I hope to see you around the conference, in my VIP Club, in future classes, 

and online doing what you love.

 Remember, I do take requests for training, tutorials, projects, and cut files.

 “Those who reach touch the stars.” – Flavia Weedn

 Have a great and successful day!

https://www.facebook.com/groups/CutFiles4U/

